
RACK COVERS
bioBUBBLE Rack Covers are custom manufactured to  
fit any size rack, trolley, cart, or other vivarium 
fixture. Rack Covers are constructed of durable vinyl 
coated polyester fabric with Velcro®-type or zippered 
connections creating the longest lasting covers on the 
market. Use Rack Covers for the transport of both clean 
and dirty materials to maintain the highest possible 
cleanliness levels in the vivarium. Rack Covers are 
available in 8 different colors. Color-coding is useful for 
identification of components within the facility. Rack 
Covers easily slip onto your existing racks and can be 
secured around the lowest shelf (optional). Rack Covers 
are washable on an alkaline cycle at temperatures up to 
180º F. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS
•  Custom manufactured to fit your racks, carts or 

trolleys.  

•  Heavy-duty fabrics create the most durable covers on 
the market.

•  Washable in the cage / rack washer up to 180º F

•  Rack Covers can be docked directly to bioBUBBLE 
Clean Rooms, isolators, and autoclave containers for 
completely isolated transfer of clean materials and 
animals. (optional)
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HOW TO ORDER
You must measure your rack very accurately. The cover will slip down over your rack.
Please follow these measuring procedures when ordering:
Step 1: Lower the bottom shelf on your rack to its lowest position.
Step 2: Measure the height from the bottom of the lowest shelf to the top of the top shelf.
Step 3: Measure the width and depth, including any protrusions. Your Rack Cover will have

approximately .5 - 1 IN ( 1.27 - 2.54 CM) of clearance on all the dimensions.
Step 4: Write the dimensions on the drawing below.
Step 5: Indicate the quantity for each color.

Standard ____ white ____ yellow ____ red ____ green
___ ____ royal blueblack

Step 6:

hook and loop (velcro-type)

zippered closures

Step 7: Do you want hook and loop around the inside bottom of the cover to attach to
the bottom shelf of your rack? Yes No (Circle one)

Step 8: Return this form with your order.

Your Depth 
 Measurement is 

________ IN 

( ________ CM) 
Your Height 

 Measurement is 

________ IN 

( ________ CM)

Your Width Measurement is ________ IN 

( ________ CM)

Choose Closure Type:
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